Train
ers: Jamie Cook, Kim Goldman, Fafa

Dates: 8/22/2017 and 8/23/2017 Times: 8:30 am-3:00 pm

8:30-8:45 Participant Arrival, Greetings, Name Tags and Sign-In/Expectations (15 minutes)
8:45-9:15 Opening Circle Activity/Ice Breaker (30 minutes)
9:15-10:00 Chronic Stress and Trauma Mini-Lesson w/ACES Survey (45 minutes)
10:00-10:10 BREAK (10 minutes)
10:10-10:40 4 Corners Activity- Active Learning Strategy (30 minutes)
10:40-11:45 Classroom Control vs Classroom Order (80 minutes)
11:45-12:00 Play Hurricane
  ➢ Another way to model a team building game

12:00-1:00 LUNCH

1:00-1:30 Video Circle Activity (30 minutes)
1:30-2:00 Relationships Matter (30 minutes)
2:00-3:00 Work Session to Complete 8-week Relationship Toolkit (60 minutes)
  ➢ We will provide a resource manual for teachers to choose activities for the first weeks of school.